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Cloudera Manager 7.5.1 Release Notes

Known issues, fixed issues and new features for Cloudera Manager 7.5.1.

What's New in Cloudera Manager 7.5.1
New features and changed behavior for Cloudera Manager 7.5.1.
Support for installing CDP Private Cloud Experiences using Experiences Compute Service.

Cloudera Manager 7.5.1 now allows you to install CDP Private Cloud Experiences using OpenShift
Container platform or Experiences Compute Service. For more information on installing CDP
Private Cloud Experiences using Experiences Compute Service, see Installing using the Experiences
Compute Service. For more information on managing Experiences Compute Service, see Managing
Experiences Compute Service.

Change in Replication Manager UI labels

The Hive Replication Policy UI label is replaced with Hive External Table Replication Policy UI
label. You can view this change when you click Create Policy on the Replication Policies page in
Replication Manager. In addition, the other UI labels that start with Hive Replication or Hive are
replaced with Hive External Table.

Support for rack aware configuration for Kafka

If the enable.rack.awareness property is set to true for the Kafka brokers, rack awareness is
automatically configured using a rack information set for hosts in Cloudera Manager.

Cloudera Manager Support for Schema Registry and Atlas Integration

Added an Atlas dependency to Schema Registry. If enabled, Schema Registry will connect to Atlas
and send audit events.

Include hostname in the Streams Replication Manager service and driver log file name

The streams.replication.manager.log.format configuration was moved to the service level
from the Streams Replication Manager Service role level, and now applies to both the Streams
Replication Manager Service and the Streams Replication Manager Driver. Changes made to the
streams.replication.manager.log.format configuration before upgrading to the new version are lost,
and need to be applied again after the upgrade. The name of the log files of Streams Replication
Manager Driver and Streams Replication Manager Service will contain the host name. Additionally,
Streams Replication Manager Service now accepts all log configurations specified in the Cloudera
Manager configuration, and does a size-based rotation of the log files instead of a time based
rotation

Cloudera Manager does not warn about role level configuration overrides for database password

A role-level override display has been added to the service-level configuration page for database
passwords.

Enable GPUs on Embedded K8s

Private Cloud Experience Clusters now make GPU resources available to Cloudera Machine
Learning on nodes with GPU drivers properly installed.

Change the namespace cp to cdp, so the URL console-cp -> console-cdp

Changed the namespace of CDP Private Cloud Experiences from cp to cdp. The console URL for
CDP Private Cloud Experiences will be changing from console-cp to console-cdp.

Include HFile replication metrics in collected HBase metrics

Two new metrics for HFile replication have been added in Cloudera Manager:

• sizeOfHFileRefsQueue
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• shippedHFiles

New option to enable SPNEGO fallback for trusted proxy

Support for enabling SPNEGO fallback in the trusted proxy authenticator. The new property is
called 'trusted.proxy.spnego.fallback.enabled' and is set to false by default.

Fixed Issues in Cloudera Manager 7.5.1
Fixed issues in Cloudera Manager 7.5.1
Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-40138: Set sasl.kerberos.principal.to.local.rules based on HDFS auth_to_local

The Kafka service will now use the hadoop.security.auth_to_local settings from Hadoop's
core_site.xml to automatically populate the sasl.kerberos.principal.to.local.rules Kafka broker
property. The value can still be overridden in Kafka using the Kafka Broker (kafka.properties)
Advanced Configuration Snippet.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-47408: Impala "unlimited" mem_limit option allowed by validation, causes
crash

In the web/src/main/java/com/cloudera/cmf/service/impala/ImpalaParams.java file, the minimum
value is changed from -1 to 0 so that -1 is considered as invalid value. This fix also adds an
AutoUpgradeHandler for Cloudera Manager upgrade. If value is -1 then it is set it to the default
value of null.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-49267: Bundle log times are truncated early

Fixed an issue where Cloudera Manager diagnostic bundle collection fails to collect role logs for the
supplied time range.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-49824: Host Statistics Information - Cluster diagnostic bundle

Cloudera Manager now collects host information into the diagnostic bundle from hosts that are only
running Cloudera Management Services.

Previously, Cloudera Manager did not collect host information into the diagnostic bundle for hosts
which ran Cloudera Management Services.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-59857: Common parameters of Stateless NiFi Connectors in SMM

The following new properties are added to Streams Messaging Manager to support Stateless NiFi
Connectors:

Property Description Default

extensions.directory Specifies the directory that
stores the extensions that will
be downloaded (if any) from
the configured Extension
Client

/tmp/nifi-stateless-extensions

working.directory Specifies the temporary
working directory for
expanding NiFi Archives
(NARs)

/tmp/nifi-stateless-working

krb5.file Specifies the krb5.conf file to
use if connecting to Kerberos-
enabled services

/etc/krb5.conf

nexus.url Specifies the Base URL of
the Nexus instance to source
extensions from
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Property Description Default

flow.definitions.directory Where the flow definitions are
stored

Cloudera Bugs: OPSAPS-59875, OPSAPS-48387: Perform validation checks post Upgrade, so that
supervisord and Agents are ALL on same versions, on ALL upgraded nodes.

Host Inspector will now not show Cloudera Manager version attached to supervisord version.s

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-59937: Replication diagnostic bundle collection fails if source has AutoTLS and
target is CDP Public Cloud

On CDP Public Cloud, the contents of the replication diagnostic bundle contained spurious
connection exceptions messages (when source is AutoTLS), this gets saved as text with
incorrect .zip file extension. This issue has been fixed.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60430: In CDP Public Cloud, the cm_kudu Ranger policy repo is not
automatically created

The Kudu service in Ranger is now automatically created when multiple on Ranger HA setup.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60459: Configuration Service database name should not contain only special
characters

Previously, the Configuration Service database could be named using only special characters, which
should not be allowed. This issue has been fixed.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60685: HBase health check problem caused by missing opentelemetry

This fix includes opentelemetry jars in Cloudera Runtime 7 libraries to fix an HBase health check
problem.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60761: Cloudera Manager Upgrade wizard is allowing upgrades from CDH5.12
to Cloudera Runtime7.1.7, which is not supported

In order to upgrade the Cluster to CDP 7.x, a cluster must be either:

• running CDH 5.13.x or above.
• running CDH 6.1.x to upgrade to CDP 7.1.x (not CDP 7.x)

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60831: Swagger UI (API Explorer) escaping ':' to '%3A' while parsing url -
Impalaqueryid results failing

Impala Query Endpoints with special characters like ":" were getting escaped by Swagger UI (Api
Explorer). The issue has been fixed.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60943: Clicking on Historical Disk Usage causes error

Fixed an issue on the Reports page in the Cloudera Manager Admin Console. When clicking the
link for Historical Disk Usage by (User or Group) the following error, caused by a Null Pointer
Exception, appears:

Server Error

A server error has occurred. The full stack trace is not shown here due to security reasons. See
Cloudera Manager Server log for details.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-60898: Remove the reference to JKS keystore type from TLS related property
labels and descriptions

This fix changed the messages to remove reference to JKS.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61022: Role process logging gets stuck during agent upgrade

Before this fix, the service logging feature post cm upgrade was broken. No service logs could be
updated. After the old supervisord is killed, the redactor processes come back up and get stuck,
which might lead to the role process getting stuck.
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If you want to check the role logs post-upgrade, enter the corresponding process log directory. New
log files are marked as std{out,err}-proc_watcher-post-upgrade.log and std{out,err}-redactor-post-
upgrade.log. Important to note: Once the log flow is switched to disk, no log-rotation is performed
for now and the log files will keep increasing, possibly causing disks to be filled.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61286: Re-enable service log rotation after Cloudera Manager upgrade

Previously, the service logging feature was broken after a Cloudera Manager upgrade. No service
logs could be updated.

With this fix, you can now monitor service logs after an upgrade without a need to restart any CDP
services.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61316: Kafka data directories should only be readable by Kafka

Kafka data directories used to be configured as world-readable on the filesystem of the broker host.
While Kafka brokers are usually locked down, and this is not a problem in most scenarios, this
change applies more restrictive access control (removing world-readable) on the data directories of
the Kafka brokers.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61362: Atlas import-kafka.sh fails with "Failed to create new
KafkaAdminClient"

Improvement in Atlas auth-to-local rules generation for escaping comma from the rules.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61367: For jobs initiated in Private Cloud experience displays "Could not find
local DAG file to match HDFS path" error

Fixes an issue in which DAG files were not being exported.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61387: Hide YARN application links when they may not be accessible in
environments using a Knox proxy

The web links in YARN Applications page are removed when using Knox or Public Cloud, as they
are unreachable.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61395: Add a service principal for Ozone S3 Gateway

This fix is required to access Ozone encrypted bucket via S3 gateway in Cloudera Runtime 7.1.7.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61408: KMS ACL rendering needs improvements

Fixes an issue that occurs when the KMS Acls is very big and editing it on the configuration page is
not feasible. This fix makes the Acls editing a text area instead.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61436: Spark 3 CSD: Add shuffle service jar classpath parameter

Spark 3 shuffle service classpath is now set to the correct value.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61474: Knox token API call on homepage topology failed with 404

Knox's data/applications folder gets recreated every time Knox starts.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61482: Generate Credentials (MIT) script is hiding errors

Resolved an issue where generating Kerberos credentials may fail, but no script output is observed.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61486: Token created by user should be exchanged using token exhange api
without having to require admin privileges in the environment

A new Ranger policy was created to allow public access to the new token exchange Knox topology.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61549: Filter Hive ACID tables during Hive External replication

When replicating Hive tables, this fix added the following guard rails:

- When evaluating table regex, skip source MANAGED tables.

- Disallow if table name is explicit and the table is a MANAGED table.

Cloudera Bug: OPSAPS-61605: Don't Filter ACID tables if CDH 5 or 6

During Hive replication using the Replication UI in Cloudera Manager, when source is Hive3
(Cloudera Runtime 7.0 or higher), the following validations will be done:
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- If the input table pattern has a regex pattern, source managed tables will be skipped even if they
match the regex.

- if the input table pattern is explicit and matches a source managed table, an error will occur and
replication will fail.

Known Issues in Cloudera Manager 7.5.1
Known issues in Cloudera Manager 7.5.1
Cloudera bug: OPSAPS-59764: Memory leak in the Cloudera Manager agent while downloading the
parcels.

When using the M2Crpyto library in the Cloudera Manager agent to download parcels causes a
memory leak.

The Cloudera Manager server requires parcels to install a cluster. If any of the URLs of parcels are
modified, then the server provides information to all the Cloudera Manager agent processes that are
installed on each cluster host.

The Cloudera Manager agent then starts checking for updates regularly by downloading the
manifest file that is available under each of the URLs. However, if the URL is invalid or not
reachable to download the parcel, then the Cloudera Manager agent shows a 404 error message
and the memory of the Cloudera Manager agent process increases due to a memory leak in the file
downloader code of the agent.

To prevent this memory leak, ensure all URLs of parcels in Cloudera Manager are reachable. To
achieve this, delete all unused and unreachable parcels from the Cloudera Manager parcels page.

OPSAPS-61519 Embedded Container Service (ECS) shows stale Kerberos client configuration error

The configuration page of Embedded Container Service (ECS) shows the following error message:
Cluster has Stale Kerberos client configuration.

Workaround: You can safely ignore this message.

Cloudera bug: OPSAPS-63881:  When CDP Private Cloud Base is running on RHEL/CentOS/Oracle
Linux 8.4, services fail to start because service directories under the /var/lib directory are created with
700 permission instead of 755.

Run the following command on all managed hosts to change the permissions to 755. Run the
command for each directory under /var/lib:

chmod -R 755 [***path_to_service_dir***]

OPSAPS-65189: Accessing Cloudera Manager through Knox displays the following error:

Bad Message 431 reason: Request Header Fields Too Large

Workaround: Modify the Cloudera Manager Server configuration /etc/default/cloudera-scm-server
file to increase the header size from 8 KB, which is the default value, to 65 KB in the Java options
as shown below:

export CMF_JAVA_OPTS="...existing options...
-Dcom.cloudera.server.cmf.WebServerImpl.HTTP_HEADER_SIZE_BYTES=
65536
-Dcom.cloudera.server.cmf.WebServerImpl.HTTPS_HEADER_SIZE_BYTE
S=65536"

OPSAPS-65213: Ending the maintenance mode for a commissioned host with either an Ozone DataNode
role or a Kafka Broker role running on it, might result in an error.
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You may see the following error if you end the maintenance mode for Ozone and Kafka services
from Cloudera Manager when the roles are not decommissioned on the host.

Execute command Recommission and Start on service OZONE-1
Failed to execute command Recommission and Start on service OZ
ONE-1
Recommission and Start
Command Recommission and Start is not currently available for e
xecution.

To resolve this issue, use the API support feature to take the host out of maintenance mode.

1. Log into Cloudera Manager as an Administrator.
2. Go to  Hosts All Hosts .
3. Select the host for which you need to end the maintenance mode from the available list and click

the link to open the host details page.
4. Copy the Host ID from the Details section.
5. Go to  Support API Explorer .
6. Locate and click the /hosts/{hostId}/commands/exitMaintenanceMode endpoint for

HostsResource API to view the API parameters.
7. Click Try it out.
8. Enter the ID of your host in the hostId field.
9. Click Execute.
10. Verify that the maintenance mode status is cleared for the host by checking the Server response

code.

The operation is successful if the API response code is 200.

If you need any guidance during this process, contact Cloudera support for further assistance.
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